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Context

Total de ASNs: 8905
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Distribuição por Regiões

Quantidade de ASNs

Regiões

Norte (521)   Centro-Oeste (865)   Sul (1578)   Nordeste (2310)   Sudeste (3631)
IPv6

- face-to-face/classroom and distance/on-line
- 200 classes (32 to 40 hour), 6000 professionals
- 12000 students in on-line training
Best Current Operational Practices

**BCOP**

- BGP, IX, peering, RPKI, IPv6, MANRS, Hardening, etc
- 70 classes (32h to 40h), 2500 professionals
Tutorials and mini-courses

- ISP events
- Tutorial Day
- Capacitation Week
- ...

Tutorials and mini-courses
Other initiatives

- Cisco Netacad
- Lives IntraRede
- Podcast Camada 8
- IX Regional Forums
- ...

Other initiatives
Internet Citizen

- 15s animations
Capacitation

- directly contribute to the training of thousands of professionals and students,
- contribute to the dissemination of the best operational practices and, with them, improve the operation of networks and the Internet,
- contribute to the dissemination of relevant technologies, such as IPv6, RPKI, NTS, etc,
- contribute to creating a culture of continuous training in the technical community,
- contribute to improving the institution's relationship with the technical community.
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